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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MEDIA-BASED EVENT GENERATION

Background

The Internet is increasingly being used to transmit, store, view and share media

files. These media files are sometimes short (two minutes or less) and sometimes longer,

sometimes as long as several hours. As media consumers have adopted the use of the

Internet for media delivery, the streaming media on demand, i.e., that is transmitting a

stream of media content to the consumer for immediate playback on the consumer's

device, has greatly increased.

One benefit of streaming media is that the contents of the media stream, e.g., the

distinct media items that combined to make the stream of media, can be selected

dynamically and in real-time. For example, a consumer may request a current events

news program be streamed to the consumer for viewing and the resulting stream may be

generated by assembling various independent media items such as news stories which are

then sequentially transmitted to the consumer in as a single continuous stream of media

data.

Current streaming media systems have been developed using the television stream

as a template, and therefore mimic television's model of inserting seemingly random

advertisements into the stream at specified points in the stream, known as commercial

breaks. The advertisements bear no contextual relationship with the underlying media

content and therefore rarely engage the consumer's attention.

Summary

Systems and methods are described allowing dynamic selection of media items

(e.g., advertisements) for presentation within a media stream based on dynamically-

generated information that describes the content of the media stream or is otherwise

relevant to the consumer. Systems may include meta data servers which provide relevant

meta data that in some way describes the content of a media stream to aid in the selection

of media items. Systems may also include media servers which receive the meta data and

select media items based on the meta data received. Because the media items are

dynamically selected based on dynamically-generated meta data, even though the same



media stream may be requested by different media consumers, each media stream is

individually generated and may be a unique stream. Not only is each consumer provided

with a unique experience, each consumer may be presented with media items selected

specifically for that consumer or based on information known about the stream and/or the

consumer.

Methods may include methods of providing relevant meta data based on the

presentation of media streams including information about the user to whom the media

stream is being presented, information about users in a community with that user, and/or

information about the media stream.

In one aspect, the disclosure describes a system which includes a meta data server

that selects meta data related to a viewer of a media stream based on where the media

stream is in its playback. The system further includes a media server that selects a media

item to present with the media stream based on the meta data, and that transmits the

media item for presentation to the viewer. The system also may include a media player

that generates the time data and transmits the time data to the meta data server.

The media server may transmit the media item as part of the media stream to the

first user. The media stream may include multiple media items including the dynamically

selected media items and media items pre-selected based on the media stream.

In another aspect, the disclosure describes a method, which could be used by a

media server, for dynamically selecting a media item based on the presentation of a

media stream to a viewer. The method includes receiving an annotation associated with a

media item, in which the annotation was selected based on the presentation of the media

stream to the viewer. The annotation was selected in response to the presentation of the

media stream reaching a user-assigned time associated with the annotation. The method

then selects a media item based on the received annotation and transmits the selected

media item for presentation to the viewer with the media stream. The selected media

item may be an advertisement. The annotation may be an annotation created by the

viewer or by an earlier viewer.

In another aspect, the disclosure describes a method for selecting an annotation

from a set of annotations, which can then be used to select a media item. The method

includes receiving a plurality of user-created annotations associated with media items in a



media stream. The annotations are dynamically generated from viewers of the associated

media items. In the method, a time trigger is then received which was generated as a

result of a presentation of the media stream. While the media stream is still be presented,

the method selects a user-created annotation from the plurality of user-created

annotations based on the received time trigger and transmits the selected user-created

annotation to a media server for use in a selection of a media item for presentation along

with the media stream.

These and various other features as well as advantages will be apparent from a

reading of the following detailed description and a review of the associated drawings.

Additional features are set forth in the description which follows, and in part will be

apparent from the description, or may be learned by practice of the described

embodiments. The benefits and features will be realized and attained by the structure

particularly pointed out in the written description and claims hereof as well as the

appended drawings.

The following description of various embodiments is merely exemplary in nature

and is in no way intended to limit the disclosure.

A Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 shows an embodiment of a system for providing dynamic media based

event generation.

Fig. 2 shows a flow chart of an embodiment of a method for selecting and

presenting a media event with a media stream.

Fig. 3 shows a flow chart of an embodiment of a method for selecting annotations

based on a time trigger.

Detailed Description

The following description of various embodiments is merely exemplary in nature

and is in no way intended to limit the disclosure. While various embodiments have been

described for purposes of this specification, various changes and modifications may be

made which will readily suggest themselves to those skilled in the art and which are

encompassed in the disclosure.



As described above, the Internet is increasingly being used to transmit, store, view

and share media. Entire online communities are developing which allow uploading,

viewing, sharing, rating and linking to media items. These communities may use

annotations to describe or categorize media items, and even specific segments within

media items.

As used herein, the term "annotation" should be understood to include any

information describing or identifying a media item that was dynamically created to

describe the media item. Thus, broadly speaking an annotation is a type of meta data that

describes or otherwise relates to a media item. An annotation is distinct from any

description information that may be contained in the media item, such as descriptions

created by the creator of the media item. Annotations are dynamically created by a

viewer of the media item to describe the media item or some dynamically selected

segment within the media item. Examples of annotations include tags, as understood by

those in the art. Other examples which may be used as annotations include hyperlinks,

images, video clips, avatars or other icons, emotion icons, (e.g. "emoticons") or other

representations or designations.

Annotations may further include information identifying a specific segment of a

media item or a discrete temporal point within the playback of the media item. Such

segments may be defined in many different ways such as by identifying a start time and

an end time or a duration. Other methods of defining and/or identifying segments within

a media item are known in the art and any suitable method may be used with the systems

and methods described herein. Annotations may also include spatial information

identifying specific areas of a video frame as displayed to a consumer, e.g., information

identifying the top half of the video frame or some other area.

Annotations could be created as a result of a user explicitly tagging a media item

or as a result of a user sharing a portion of the media item with another user. In an

embodiment, such tags associate a word or group of words with a portion of the media

item marked by in time, out time and optionally x and y coordinates. Such tags may be

stored in a meta data server or annotation datastore and may be changed at any point in

time without altering the underlying media.



The term "media item" as used herein may include any discrete media object

(e.g., a media file), now known or later developed, including video files, games, audio,

streaming media, slideshows, moving pictures, animations, or live camera captures. A

media item may be presented, displayed, played back, or otherwise rendered for a user to

experience the media item.

The terms "media stream" and "stream" refers to a stream of media data that

includes at least two media items transmitted in a sequence from one device to another

device as a single, continuous communication. The stream may be stored on the

receiving device for later rendering (e.g., playback or viewing) or may be rendered by the

receiving device as it is received.

As described above, the systems and methods described in this disclosure relate to

the dynamic selection of at least some media items in a media stream at the time the

stream is being generated. For example, if a consumer requests a stream of current

events news programming, the results stream may include various news-related media

items which may not necessarily be dynamically selected and one or more dynamically-

selected media items such as advertisements. In order to distinguish between media

items that are dynamically selected and those that may be determined by the consumer's

request, dynamically-selected media items will be referred to as "media events" and

"events" where necessary to avoid confusion.

Fig. 1 shows an embodiment of a system 100 for providing dynamic media-based

event generation. The embodiment shown can provide a user with media events (e.g.,

advertisements) based on a user-created annotation associated with a media stream being

presented to a user. For example, a user who is watching a playback of a stream of video

media items (or generally any media stream) may affect through annotations and other

meta data the selection of advertisements presented along with the playback.

Fig. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a system that includes three computing

devices: a meta data server 104, a media server 102 and a rendering device 106. In the

embodiment shown, each device is a computing device. For the purposes of this

disclosure, a computing device is a device that includes a processor and memory for

storing and executing software instructions, typically provided in the form of discrete



software applications. Computing devices may be provided with operating systems that

allow the execution of software applications in order to manipulate data.

In an alternative embodiment, the rendering device 106 is not a computing device,

but rather a purpose-built electronic device that does not execute software instructions

when rendering media content.

The architecture illustrated in FIG. 1 is sometimes referred to as client/server

architecture in which the rendering device 106 (referred to as a "client" 106) issues media

requests to a remote computing device (referred to as a "server" because it "serves"

media in response to the request), which responds by transmitting the requested media

content to the client 106 for rendering. The systems and methods described herein are

suitable for use with other architectures as will be discussed in greater detail below.

In the embodiment shown, the client 106 is a computing device, such as a

personal computer (PC), web-enabled personal data assistant (PDA) a smart phone, a

media player device such as an IPOD, or a smart TV set top box. The client 106 is

connected to the servers 102, 104 by a network such as the Internet via a wired data

connection or wireless connection such as a wi-fi network, a WiMAX (802.16) network,

a satellite network or cellular telephone network.

The client 106 includes an application 108 for receiving and rendering media

content. Such applications are commonly referred to as a media player 108. Examples of

media players include WINDOWS MEDIA PLAYER and YAHOO! MUSIC JUKEBOX.

In the embodiment shown, the media player 108, when executed, generates a graphical

user interface (GUI) attached to or part of the client 106. The GUI includes a set of user-

selectable controls through which the user of the client device can interact to control the

rendering of the media and also to annotate the stream. By selection of these controls, the

user may cause the client 102 to obtain and render media content from local storage or

from the media server 102 and control the rendering of the media to the user.

In the embodiment shown in Fig. 1, the media player 108 generates time

information as it renders or otherwise presents media items to a user. In an embodiment,

the a small javascript function may be provided for or included with the media player 108

for this function.



The generated time information is then transmitted to the meta data server 104.

The time information received may be, for example, the present playback time of a media

stream, which is presented to a user in the media player 108. The meta data server 104

may use time information received to select a user-created annotation based on the time

information. The annotations are stored in and retrieved from a datastore accessible to

the meta data server 104, which in the embodiment shown is illustrated by the annotation

database 114.

The terms "time," "time data," and "time information," as used herein, with

respect to times within media, are references to a temporal position within a media

item/stream playback. For example, uninterrupted presentation of a media stream at the

intended playback rate results in a series of "times" being reached by the media stream.

The time information, either in the form of a timestamp, a flag, or some other indicator,

are transmitted from the media player 108 as the media player 108 renders the media.

Time information may also include an identifier of the media stream being rendered

and/or the media item within the media stream.

In an embodiment, the media player 108 may transmit time information to the

meta data server 104. The term "presentation" as used herein, with respect to media

items/streams, includes rendering or display of the media items/streams through any

means to the consumer, e.g., the user of the client 106, that results in the generation of

time information. For example, the time information may be generated as the result of

the normal playback of the media or may be generated in response to a high-speed

rendering/fast forwarding or even as a result of the user "dragging" or "scrubbing" a

present time marker on a timeline in the GUI of the media player 108 to and/or across the

particular time.

The media player 108 also may transmit information about what action(s) resulted

in the generation of the time information (e.g., by playback at regular speed, fast

forwarding, scrubbing backwards, etc.). In another embodiment, the media player 108

may transmit information about a particular time being approached. For example, a meta

data server 104 may use information about events leading up to a particular time.

Information may be transmitted from the player 108 about events surrounding a user who

stopped playback before the particular time, a user who scrubbed away from the



particular time, and a user who viewed normal playback until near a particular time, then

scrubbed past that particular time. Any of the information transmitted by the player 108

may be used by the meta data server 104 to retrieve and/or create relevant meta data

related to the presentation of the media stream. In event, this allows the meta data server

104 to collect usage history data from the consumers of the media items rendered by the

media player 108. By analyzing this time information usage history data, the meta data

server 108 may deduce information such as the relative popularity of different sections of

a media item and different media items with a stream.

The meta data server 104 receives this time information from the media player

108 and, using that information, selects one or more annotations from the database 114

and transmits them to the media server 102. For example, as a media player 108 renders

a media item of a media stream, it sends a piece of time information indicating that it just

rendered some point of the media item to the consumer. The meta data server 104 then

identifies one or more annotations that are associated with that point of the media item.

The meta data server 104 then selects one or more of the associated annotations and

transmits them to the media server 102.

The reader should note that over time the meta data server 104 will be receiving

annotations as they are dynamically created by consumers. These dynamically-generated

annotations may be received by the meta data server 104 or by another system (not

shown) and stored, such as in the annotation database 114 shown. Thus, even when a

consumer renders a previously viewed media item at some later time, the annotations

identified by the meta data server 104 are likely to be different.

The meta data server 104 may also correlate time information with information

about the media item currently being rendered by the client 106. The meta data server

104 may correlate time information with the media stream and/or media items in the

media stream in order to select (e.g., retrieve from memory) relevant annotations which

may be used by the media server 102 to select relevant media events (e.g.,

advertisements) for addition to the media stream currently being transmitted to the client

106. Thereby, the meta data server 104 can dynamically aid in the creation of a relevant

stream of media items and dynamically-selected media events.



In the embodiment shown, a feedback loop may be established between the meta

data server 104, the media server 102, and the media player 108. In one embodiment, the

media player 108, by transmitting time information during presentation of a media

stream, may trigger certain annotations to be sent from the meta data server 104 to the

media server 102. Those annotations may trigger certain media events to be subsequently

transmitted for presentation as part of a media stream by the media player 108. This may

in turn through the presentation of the media events trigger more, possibly different

annotations subsequently causing the selection of additional media events.

In another embodiment, a user experiencing the presentation of the media stream

may participate in a feedback loop between meta data server 104, media server 102 and

player 108. The user participates by performing some action related to a media item from

a media stream which triggers information transmitted to the meta data server 104 which

results in annotations being transmitted to the media server 102. For example, a user may

enter a user-generated tag such as "ZZZZ" to indicate that a media item is uninteresting

as the media item is transmitted to the media player 108 as a part of media stream and

rendered by the media player 108.

In an embodiment, media events selected and transmitted for presentation with a

media stream may be included with the media stream, and may thereby be considered to

modify the media stream (e.g., through inserting into a "commercial break" in the media

stream). However, it should be noted that the media events selected and transmitted by

the processes and systems described herein need not be transmitted as part of the media

stream initially selected for presentation to the user. For example, these media events

may be transmitted as a separate communication or a separate media stream to the media

player 108 or some other application on the client 106 for rendering to the user in a

different window or in a different manner independent from the rendering of the original

media stream.

In one embodiment, the meta data server 104 may correlate the time information

received with information known about the user to whom the media stream is currently

being presented. The meta data server 104 may use this correlation in order to determine

if there is a user-created annotation related to the media stream (and/or individual media

item) being presented to the user. For example, the user to whom the media stream is



being presented may belong to a community of users, and some of the community of

users may have already viewed the media stream and created annotations for a media

item in the media stream.

In the embodiment shown, the meta data server 104 sends the selected

annotation(s) to the media server 102 to aid in the selection of media events to aid in the

creation of the media stream itself. In addition, the meta data server 104 may send time

information, including the time information used in selecting the annotation, information

about the media item associated with the annotation, and/or user information to the media

server 102. The media server may use some or all of this information in selecting an

additional media event for transmission to the client 106, along with the media stream

being presented to the user.

In the embodiment shown, the media server 102 selects an appropriate media

event using the meta data received from the meta data server 104 and subsequently

transmits it to the media player 108. The media events are stored in and retrieved from a

datastore accessible to the media server 102, which in the embodiment shown is

illustrated by the event database 112. This database 112 may, or may not, be the same

datastore that stores regular media items that appear in a media stream not as a result of

dynamic selection. For example, the database 112 could be a database containing only

advertisements for use as media events. Alternatively, all media items including those

that may be selected as media events by the media server 102 may be stored in the

database 112 together.

In one embodiment, a media player 108 may be operated on a remote computing

device as a standalone player. For example, a standalone player may be a media player

module which receives a media stream from a local source, such as a local hard drive or

local optical drive. The standalone player 108 may then transmit time information to

meta data server 104. In this embodiment, meta data server 104 may select annotations,

as described further above, and transmit 106 them to media server 102, which then, in

turn, selects one or more media items, as described above, and transmits them to the

player 108 for presentation to the user in connection with the playback of the media item

by the standalone player 108.



In one embodiment (not shown), meta data server 104 and media server 102 may

be co-located on a single computing device or similar unified computing architecture. As

illustrated in Fig. 1, media server 102 and meta data server 104 are illustrated as separate

units and discussed as separate computing elements for the purpose of describing the

respective selections made by meta data server 104 and by media server 102 and the

communications between the two servers. However, it will be appreciated with those

with skill in the art that the separate computing elements may occur in software,

hardware, and or/firmware modules located within a single computing device, and

communications there-between may occur across modules, within modules, or in any

combination thereof. For example, in an alternative embodiment media player 108

transmits time information to media server 102, and media server 102 transmits a request

for annotations associated with the time information to the meta data server 104. Thus,

various functions described with reference to the embodiment shown in FIG. 1 may be

distributed between different computing devices. As another example, meta data server

104 may transmit meta data (e.g., annotations) to media server 102 and media player 108,

respectively, in response to time information received by the meta data server.

Elements of the systems described herein may be implemented in hardware,

software, firmware, any combination thereof, or in another appropriate medium. The

systems described herein may implement methods described herein. In addition, methods

described herein when implemented in hardware, software, firmware, any combination

thereof, or in another appropriate medium may form systems described herein.

The descriptions of the methods and systems herein supplement each other and

should be understood by those with skill in the art as forming a cumulative disclosure.

Methods and systems, though separately claimed herein, are described together within

this disclosure. For example, the parts of the methods described herein may be

performed by systems (or parts thereof) described herein.

In addition, the methods described herein may be performed iteratively,

repeatedly, and/or in parts, and some of the methods or parts of the methods described

herein may be performed simultaneously. In addition, elements of the systems described

herein may be distributed geographically or functionally in any configuration.



Fig. 2 shows a flow chart of an embodiment of a method 200 for selecting and

presenting a media event with a media stream based on media items in the stream. In one

embodiment, the method 200 may be performed by a media server, such as described

above, as the media server is transmitting the stream from the presentation of which the

events are generated.

In the embodiment shown, as a media stream is being transmitted a dynamic

annotation is received based on the presentation of that media stream to a user in receive

annotation operation 202 For example, the annotation may be received from a separate

process that analyzes time information derived from the presentation of the media stream

to the user, such as that described as being performed by the meta data server 104 in FIG.

1. The dynamic annotation may have been selected based on time information or based

on some other information.

The dynamic annotation is then used to select a media event in an event selection

operation 204. The selection may be performed based on a predetermined correlation of

the annotation with specific media events or may be a more analytical procedure

involving a relevancy analysis based on a comparison of the annotation with information

associated with potentially selectable media events. For example, a media event, which

is related to the user-created annotation, may be related based on a topical relevancy of

the file to the user-created annotation (e.g., both the event and the user-created annotation

are about cycling). Alternatively, the media event may be selected based on an

association of a particular annotation with a target demographic for a media event. For

example, a user-created annotation such as "yachting," may be associated with a wealthy

demographic which in turn identify that media events targeting that demographic, such as

containing advertisements for luxury goods.

As another example, media events may be related to user-created annotations

based on usage histories of users, including usage histories of individual users, usage

histories of a plurality of users, and usage histories aggregating the individual usage

histories of a large number of users. Usage data may include viewing histories of media

streams and/or individual media items aggregated into media streams. Usage data may

include histories of annotations added to media items and/or media streams. Usage data

also may include histories of sharing of media items and/or media streams with other



users. Usage data may also include related information to a use of a media item/stream,

such as information about time of use, and information about related operations (e.g.,

programs used concurrently, messages sent during use of a media item).

The selecting operation 204 may be performed determinatively, semi-randomly,

and/or stochastically. For example, a media event may be selected using a semi-random

or a stochastic process for the purpose of introducing different correlations between

media items selected (e.g., advertisements, sponsored media items). As another example,

strictly-deterministic criteria may also be employed for selecting a media event based on

a user-created annotation.

In the embodiment shown, the media event selected is inserted into a portion of

the media stream or otherwise included with the media steam in an insertion operation

206. The media event may be inserted in a number of ways, including through inserting

the media event at some location within another media item such that a user would

experience a presentation of the media stream as containing a commercial break. Other

types of insertion are also possible, such as inserting the media event between two

adjacent media items in the media stream.

The media event is then transmitted at the appropriate time relative to the media

stream for presentation by the media player in an event transmission operation 208. In an

alternative embodiment, the media event may be transmitted separately from the media

stream. For example, advertisements or other media events may be presented alongside

the media stream in a separate frame designated for media events. In another

embodiment (not shown), advertisements or other media events may be transmitted for

presentation alongside the media stream in a pop-up window, which is separate from a

window in which the media stream is being presented.

In the embodiment shown, an optional operation 210 is included in which a user-

created annotation, which may be the annotation provided in the receive annotation

operation 202, is transmitted for presentation to the first user. This annotation

transmission operation 210 allows the media player to render or otherwise present the

annotations associated with transmitted media items and segments to the user. The

annotation may be transmitted as part of the media stream, e.g., with its associated media

item, or separately from the stream, depending on how the media player is designed.



It should be noted that, depending on the embodiment, the media stream may be

transmitted from a source different from the source that transmits the annotation. For

example, in an embodiment, the media stream and the annotation may be transmitted for

presentation to a user from the media server. In an alternative embodiment, the user-

created annotation may be transmitted from the meta data server

Transmitting may be performed in any manner known to those with skill in the

art, or a manner later developed, including, for example, transmission over a publicly-

accessible network or via radio waves.

A feedback loop may be established, at least partially, using the embodiment of

the method 200 shown in Fig. 2. For example, upon transmitting 208 a media event (e.g.,

an advertisement) for presentation to a user with a media stream, the user may select the

media item and begin a further presentation or a secondary presentation of a different

media stream (e.g., by terminating the presentation of the original media stream and

initiating the presentation of the new media stream or by opening a separate window via

the selection), and thereby the user may trigger further user-created annotations to be

received in the receive annotation operation 202.

As another example, a user may annotate or other perform an action that results in

an annotation being associated with the currently rendered media items. This annotation

may be immediately transmitted to the media server and received in the receive

annotation operation 202 so that the media stream may be modified in response to the

user's feedback as documented by the annotation. Because a user may dynamically

affect media items presented with a media stream, a feedback loop may be created

between the presentation to a user of a media stream, the user's actions with respect to

the media stream (and/or media items presented with the media stream), and the selection

of those media items for future presentation to the user.

Fig. 3 shows a flow chart of an embodiment of a method 300 for selecting

annotations based on a time trigger. In one embodiment, a meta data server, as described

above, may implement a method similar to method 300 shown. In an alternative

embodiment, a combined server (e.g., a computing device performing meta data server

and media server functions as described in Fig. 1) may implement a method similar to



method 300 in combination with a media event selection method, such as that described

with reference to Fig. 2.

In the method 300 shown, a meta data server has access to a database or other

data store of annotations. Each annotation is associated with at least one media item. In

the embodiment shown in Fig. 3, the collecting of these annotations is illustrated by

receive annotations operation 302. As described above, the annotations may be received

as the result of explicit submittal of annotations to the system or may be generated based

on previous actions performed by users related to a media item.

The meta data server subsequently receives a time trigger generated by a client as

a result of the presentation of a media item, individually or as part of media stream, to a

user in a receive time trigger operation 304. The time trigger may be triggered from a

presentation of a media stream having reached a user-assigned time or may be time

information that simply reports the current status of the presentation. As described

further above, a user-assigned time may not have to be exactly reached by a presentation

in order for a time trigger to be created (e.g., triggered). Also as described further above,

a presentation may be moved from one time to another via playback of a media stream as

well as through user-controlled scrubbing or dragging through the media stream.

In an embodiment, the time trigger is received from the media player that is

presenting the media stream to the user. In an alternative embodiment, a time trigger

may be received from a media server that is transmitting (e.g., streaming) the media

stream to the client. In yet another embodiment, a time trigger may be created by an

entity with knowledge of the presentation of the media stream such as another application

running on the client that is monitoring the presentation of the media stream and

transmitting time triggers.

A user-created annotation is then selected in a selection operation 306 based on

the received time trigger. The selection may be based on information known about the

user that is viewing a media item in the media stream. For example, the media stream

may include a media item associated with an annotation that was originally created by the

viewer or was created by a different user that is associated with the viewer. For example,

the current viewer and a previous user that supplied an annotation may be in a

community of users. Based on this association, the annotation generated by the previous



user may be considered more relevant and therefore selected from other annotations for

the same media item. Furthermore, usage history for users in the viewer's community

that may have already generated (explicitly or otherwise) annotations associated with the

time trigger received may be aggregated and used to identify one or more annotations that

are popular within the community.

The community may be defined as the community of all viewers or may be

limited to a very small community to which the current viewer is a member. The user

may have actively joined the community or may be considered by the system to be within

the community based on information known about the viewer. Thus, a viewer with a

known history of purchasing disco music may be part of a disco community for the

purposes of annotation selection.

The selection may also be made based primarily on the time trigger and media

item. For example, the operators of the system may have certain annotations assigned to

specific media items. Such assignments may have been made for product placement

purposes or based on the operator's dynamic creation of an annotation for that media item

or segment. Thus, an operator that provides new-related media streams may initially

annotate the media items for the stream so that for the first few viewers of the media

stream the system will have at least some annotation to select.

In the embodiment shown, after a user-created annotation is selected, the

annotation is then transmitted to the media server in a transmit annotation operation 308.

The media server, as described above, then uses the annotation as a basis for selecting a

media event (e.g., an advertisement). In an alternative embodiment, the transmit

annotation operation 308 may transmit the annotation to a different server, such as an

advertisement server, which selects the media event. In yet another embodiment, the

transmit annotation operation 308 may transmit the annotation to the one embodiment,

the user-created annotation may be transmitted to a media server, such as further

described above. The method 300, via transmitting the user-created annotation, can

provide for dynamic selection and presentation of media items with a media stream based

on the media which is being presented to the user and based on particular usage data

and/or user-created annotations related to that media.



Those skilled in the art will recognize that the methods and systems of the present

disclosure may be implemented in many manners and as such are not to be limited by the

foregoing exemplary embodiments and examples. In other words, functional elements

being performed by a single or multiple components, in various combinations of

hardware and software or firmware, and individual functions, can be distributed among

software applications at either the client or server level or both. In this regard, any

number of the features of the different embodiments described herein may be combined

into single or multiple embodiments, and alternate embodiments having fewer than or

more than all of the features herein described are possible. Functionality may also be, in

whole or in part, distributed among multiple components, in manners now known or to

become known. Thus, myriad software/hardware/firmware combinations are possible in

achieving the functions, features, interfaces and preferences described herein. Moreover,

the scope of the present disclosure covers conventionally known manners for carrying out

the described features and functions and interfaces, and those variations and

modifications that may be made to the hardware or software or firmware components

described herein as would be understood by those skilled in the art now and hereafter.

While various embodiments have been described for purposes of this disclosure,

various changes and modifications may be made which are well within the scope of the

present disclosure. Alternative embodiments of methods and systems described herein

are also possible in which some or all of the operations are performed in a different order

or distributed between different devices than those described above. Numerous other

changes may be made which will readily suggest themselves to those skilled in the art

and which are encompassed in the spirit of the disclosure and as defined in the appended

claims.



Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A system comprising:

a meta data server that selects meta data related to a first user based on

time data associated with a presentation of a media stream to the first user; and

a media server that selects a media item based on the meta data, and that

transmits the media item to the first user.

2 . The system of claim 1, wherein the media server transmits the media stream with

the media item for presentation to the first user.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the media stream includes a plurality of media

items including the selected media item.

4 . The system of claim 3, wherein the media server creates the media stream via

combining the plurality of media items.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the meta data comprises usage data of the first

user.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the meta data comprises usage data of a second

user who is in a community of users with the first user.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the time data is a present playback time of the

presentation of the media stream.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the time data is generated by and received from a

media player performing the presentation of the media stream.

9 . The system of claim 1, wherein the meta data server receives the time data from

the media server.



10. The system of claim 1, wherein the media server transmits the meta data for

presentation to the first user.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the meta data server and the media server are

located on a computing device.

12. The system of claim 1, wherein the meta data server is located on a first

computing device and the media server is located on a second computing device in

networked communication with the first computing device.



13. A method comprising:

receiving a user-created annotation of a first media item based on a

presentation of a media stream including the first media item, the presentation

being to a first user and having reached a user-assigned time associated with the

user-created annotation;

selecting a second media item based on the user-created annotation; and

transmitting the second media item for presentation to the first user with

the media stream.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the second media item is an advertisement.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the user-created annotation is an annotation

created by the first user.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein the user-created annotation is an annotation

created by a second user, different from the first user.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the second user is part of a community of users

with the first user.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein selecting the second media item is further based

on usage information of the first user.

19. The method of claim 17, wherein selecting the second media item is further based

on usage information of the second user.

20. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

before transmitting the second media item, inserting the second media

item into the media stream;



wherein transmitting the second media item is performed via transmitting

the media stream.

2 1. The method of claim 13, wherein transmitting the second media item further

comprises:

transmitting the second media item and an indication that the second

media item be presented in a first window different from a second window

presenting the media stream.

22. The method of claim 13, wherein transmitting the second media item further

comprises:

transmitting the second media item for presentation in a popup window.



23. A method comprising:

receiving a plurality of user-created annotations associated with media

items in a media stream;

receiving a time trigger generated as a result of a presentation of the media

stream;

selecting a user-created annotation from the plurality of user-created

annotations based on the received time trigger; and

transmitting the selected user-created annotation to a media server for use

in a selection of a media item for presentation along with the media stream.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein selecting the user-created annotation further

comprises:

identifying that a first user is viewing the presentation of the media

stream; and

selecting a user-created annotation received from the first user.

25. The method of claim 23, wherein selecting the user-created annotation further

comprises:

identifying that a first user is viewing the presentation of the media

stream; and

selecting a user-created annotation received from a second user different

from and associated with the first user.

26. The method of claim 25, further comprising:

determining that the first user is part of a community of users that includes

the second user; and



selecting, based on a usage history of the community of users including

the first user and the second user, a user-created annotation received from one or

more users in the community.
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